FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Diamond Vogel Partners with FCA International
Orange City, Iowa—August 6, 2019—Diamond Vogel is pleased to announce it has joined FCA International as a
supporting partner. The partnership with FCA International is an additional opportunity for Diamond Vogel to
engage and support the painting, coating, and finishing contractor community.
“We look forward to assisting all FCA members with their common mission of providing their customers with the
highest quality craftsmanship,” said Mark Vogel, Diamond Vogel Vice President of Business Development. “We love
to interact and partner with true craftsmen, sharing our coating expertise and solutions, to ensure their customers
are completely satisfied with the results.”
Diamond Vogel believes partnering with industry organizations is an important element in fostering innovation and
education within the coating field. The partnership with FCA will provide Diamond Vogel with another avenue by
which to meet the future challenges of the coating industry.
About Diamond Vogel
Diamond Vogel is a manufacturer of high-quality paint and coatings based in Orange City, Iowa. Founded in 1926,
Diamond Vogel provides coating solutions to the industrial, architectural, industrial wood, automotive, aerosol,
traffic, and toll manufacturing markets. For more information about Diamond Vogel, visit diamondvogel.com.
About FCA International
FCA International represents the largest community of finishing contractors in North America. We are a community
of innovative industry leaders who understand that a group has a bigger impact than an individual. Our
membership is comprised of contractors engaged in architectural glass & metal, drywall finishing, flooring, industrial
coating, painting & wallcovering and sign & display work. We band together with our Affiliate Associations and
industry partners to influence our industry by educating, advocating and legislating on behalf of our members. FCA
contractors share a common mission – to provide their customers with the highest quality craftsmanship. FCA
contractor members work with the best-trained, safest and most productive craftsmen in the industry.
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